Abstract -The purpose of this paper is to give a proof of the results announced by the author [7] in 1982 on the algebraic independence over a field k of any non-degenerate system of mn distinct basis invariants in the ring k [x\ \,.. .,x\,,\...; x, n \,...,*,""] with respect to the symmetric group G = S". The result of this paper can be extended to the case of an arbitrary finite group.
INTRODUCTION
Let m, n be positive integers, k be a field of characteristic 0 and let be the algebra of polynomials in mn indeterminates jc/,·, / = 1, ...,m, j = 1, ...,n. The symmetric group G = S n operates on the algebra A mn as a group of fc-automorphisms by the rule gxy = x itS( j) , g e G. Denote by A% n the subalgebra of invariants of the algebra A mn with respect to the group G and define elementary symmetric polynomials u r{ rtn e A% n of vectors (jCn, ...,x\ n ), ...,(jc m j, ...,x mn ) by means of the formal identity } + ...+x mj z m ) = 1 + lSr|+...+r,, ( 
</i
The polynomials u n ..... fm form a basis of the algebra A% n (see [5] , [1, A. IV, p. 62], [2, p. 9] , and [8, p. 37] ). In other words, each element F of the algebra A°n may be represented as a polynomial in u ri ..... rm with coefficients from k. That basis contains ("ID ~~ 1 e ' ements connected with one another by different algebraic relations. On the other hand by the Noether normalization theorem (see [5] and [2, p. 17] ), there exist mn algebraically independent basis invariants u\, ..., u mn among u ri ..... r ," such thatî s finitely generated over k[u\, ..., u mn ] as a module. This means that the transcendence degree of A% n over k is equal to mn (see also [3, p. 68] ). Since any invariant u e A% n is algebraically dependent on u\, ...,u mn , the set {u } , ...,u mn } can be also considered as a basis of another type in the algebra A% n . The theorem of Noether provides only the existence of such a basis. The purpose of this paper is to give an effective version of the Noether result.
We say that a system of distinct basis invariants u r{ ..... ΓΗ( is non-degenerate if for every positive integer μ < m and any integral sequence (/ι, ...,/,,), 1 < i\ < ... < ί μ < m, it contains at most μη elements u ri r>n with the condition that for every / e {/ h ...,/ μ } there exists at least one r, > 1 and for any / £ {/j, ...,/ μ } all the corresponding r, are zeros. Note that any subsystem of a non-degenerate system is also non-degenerate.
Theorem 1. Any s < mn elements u n Γιιι of a non-degenerate system of distinct basis invariants are algebraically independent over the field k.
In addition, this paper contains a generalization of the well-known Waring's formulae (see [1, A. IV, p. 
NOTATION AND LEMMAS
Let σ = (σπ, ...,σι η ;...; σ^,ι, ...,G mn ) be a binary sequence of length mn and7*1, ...,7^ be the numbers of all those subsequences σ = (a\ jt ..., G m j), 1 <j<n, each of which has at least one non-zero component. Put s·,, 1 < / < m, equal to the number of/, 1 <7 < n, such that σ// = 1, and define the weight νν(σ) of the sequence σ as m n
For any subset {/j, ...,/ v } of the set {1,2, ...,n} we denote by «J.' which implies, in view of (3), that
This proves the lemma.
Denote by R mn the set of all sequences r = (r b ...,r m ) of non-negative integers rj,..., r m , satisfying the condition 1 < η + ... + r w < Λ, and consider a subset ^ of the set R mn of cardinality 5·. Let us index the elements of the set M s by the numbers 1,2,..., s, setting r = r(k), 1 < k < s, and for a given set ίΑ£ ν = {0'iJi)> ···> (W. v )} of distinct integral pairs (//J/) , where 1 < // < m, 1 <)/ < n, 1 < / < 5, let us introduce into the consideration the determinant Δ ν = det Let τ = (T n ,...,T In ;...;T OTl ,...,T OTW ) be an integral sequence of length mn with nonnegative components τ/,· and let be the weight of this sequence.
For each integral pair (/j), 1 < / < m, l <j < n, we consider the set of all sequences = u { and hence for s = 1 the assertion is true.
We assume that the assertion holds for s -1 > 1 and prove its validity for s > 2. Let % -{r(k) E R mn | 1 < k < s] be an ordered set of cardinality 5·, consisting of elements r = (n, ...,r w ) € R mn , let U s = [u r(k) \ r(k) e %} be the corresponding non-degenerate system of distinct vector invariants u r(^, 1 < k < s, and let \du •r(k) be the Jacobian of the system i/ v . We assume that the set Λ(. is ordered in such a way that w(r(l)) < w(r(2)) < ... < w(r(5·)). The case where all elements of the system ίΤΜζ. have weight 1 is trivial, hence without loss of generality we can assume that at least one sequence r(k) = (r\(k),. .., r m (k)), 1 < k < s, has weight w(r(k)) > 2. Thus we can assume that v = w(r(s)) > 2.
By the induction assumption we can find an integral sequence τ'= (τ;,,...,τ; η ;...;<,"...,<"),
consisting of the first 5· -1 columns and s -1 rows of the Jacobian / v , such that the determinant Δ'_, = det//'_, of the matrix //'_, satisfies the relation 
where Λ|_, is a non-singular binary (j -1) χ (s -1) matrix, which may be reduced by Now we fix the set ίΑ^_] = {(*Ί,./Ί), ...,ΟΆ-ι J.v-i)} and the sequence τ 7 = (τ[ ,,..., τ| η ; ...; r' ml , ...,Τ^Λ) with the above mentioned properties, and show that there exists an integral pair (/ v ,/ v ), 1 < / v < m, 1 < / v < n, and an integral sequence τ = (TH,...,TI /I ;...;T W| |,...,T III ), l < τ· 1} < s, such that equality (5) 
We will use this fact later on, and now we establish the validity of relation (5). Namely, we prove by induction on s that for any given integral pair (/ v j' v ) & ^C-i» 1 ^ ( v < ra, 1 </ Y < n, and any given integral sequence τ = (τ η , ...,τ ΐΛ ;...; r ml , ...,T m/J ) of form (9) relation (5) holds with a unique binary sxs matrix A v . The matrix A iV can be constructed as follows. Expanding the determinant Δ ν according to the last column, we obtain
By the induction assumption we have
with a unique binary (s -1) χ (s -1) matrix /4 ijv _i, and according to the well-known Leibniz formula we find that Further we show that for any integral pair (/ v ,/ v ) « ^_p 1 ^ (v ^ m, 1 < y' A . < n, it is possible to choose an integral sequence τ = (TU, ..., TI"; ...; T m! ,..., r m/1 ) of form (9) satisfying the condition that the last column of the corresponding matrix A x in equality (5) differs from all its other columns. For any given /, 1 < / < s, we denote by n ( the V I < j < n, where the la&t column, of the matrix du r (k) has exactly n/ non-zero entries, and set p x = n\ + ...+ n s . If p x = 0, then the last column of the matrix A x consists only of zero elements, hence it differs from all other columns of A v . Now we assume that/? >v > 1. It follows from the previously mentioned arguments that for any / = 1,..., j such that r,(,s) > 1 with i = // there is exactly N x = ( v^} ) distinct binary sequences a, = (a/i,..., a/"), containing v -1 zeros and n -v + 1 units. If we remove all entries of the vector a, situated at any n -n { positions, then we obtain exactly distinct binary sequences of length n h where v 0 = min(v,n -v + 2) and (^') = 0 for σ > ri[ or σ < 0.
Assume that n t > 1 for some / = 1,2,...,,? and consider the n { rows of the matrix A x indexed by integral pairs (i/J) e 1A6 with given //. Let *i, ..., A:,,, 1 < fc| < ... < /^ < s, be the numbers of all those columns of A x which intersect the considered rows by non-zero binary vectors of length Λ/, say V A| , ..., v* p . It follows from the structure of the matrix A s that all remaining entries of the corresponding columns, situated outside of the given n/ positions, are zeros. Since the matrix A'._, is non-singular and the system U s is non-degenerate, we find that μ < λ/ = min(n/,n -1) and, moreover, that the vectors v*,, ..., v k>i are distinct. Thus we have q { different possibilities to choose the last column of the matrix A s with the condition that all their entries situated outside of the given Λ/ positions are zeros, and only μ < λ/ different possibilities for all other columns with the same property. Since q t > λ/ for any n/ > 1, we can choose the last column in such a way that it differs from all other columns of the matrix A s . Moreover, if n { > 1 , we can choose the last column with the above property as a non-zero vector. Indeed, if v 0 = 2, then the set { V A| , . . ., v^ } contains at most one vector of weight 1 orn/ -1 , and we have HI > 1 possibilities to choose the last column of A s as a vector of the same weight. Now, if v 0 > 2, we have q { > λ/ + 1, and again we can choose the last column of A v as a non-zero vector.
Now we fix an integral sequence τ = (τ η , ...,TI"; ...; T ml , ... f T wn ) satisfying the just described property and find an integral pair (i x j x ) € ίΑβ_ι» 1 £ ί χ < m, l <j x < n, which provides the condition that the matrix -A s in (5) can be reduced to the unit matrix I x . Set and consider the matrix Because all the columns of the matrix A x are distinct, all the columns of the matrix >4 A . are distinct as well. In that case c liV c vl = 0, and hence the matrix A s is equivalent to the unit matrix 7 V . This proves the lemma.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We assume that there is a non-degenerate system consisting of 5· < mn distinct vector invariants u r = u ri Γιη algebraically dependent over k, and show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. Let the above system be of the form i/ v = [u r \ r e %i s }, where fyf s is a subset of the set R mn of cardinality 5-, and let T x = {t r \ r e %} be the corresponding system of independent variables t r = r n fm . From our assumption of algebraic dependence of the vector invariants u r , r e ^ over the field /:, it follows that there exists a polynomial F e k[T s ] such that F(i/,) = 0
identically with respect to JC M , ...,.*,,,, .... *«!,...,*«/,. We may assume that F is a polynomial of minimal degree satisfying equality (II), If we differentiate identity (II) with respect to jc/,·, 1 < / < m, l <j < n, we obtain the system dF(U s ) du r du r
consisting of mn linear equations, with respect to the s polynomials dF(U x )/du r , r e 9a s . Since F is a polynomial of minimal degree satisfying relation (11), we have dF(U s )/du r Φ 0 at least for one sequence r = (rj,...,r w ) e Λ£. Therefore to get the desired contradiction, it is sufficient to establish the existence of a set L = {ΟΊ Ji). ···» (W.v)} consisting of s integral pairs (i'/j/), 1 < / < n, where 1 < // < m, 1 <ji < n, for which the determinant a*j dxn Δ ν = det is not zero.
The existence of such a determinant Δ ¥ for any s, 1 < s < mn, is provided by Lemma 3, and this concludes the proof.
